SPHS Suggested Supply List

Art
Business Ed

English

Drawing
classes -8.5 x
11/ 50 page
sketch pad, two
extra fine tip
black sharpies,
two #2 pencils
(not
mechanical),
two erasers.
One box of
kleenex. TBD
art fee.

Pottery Classes4.5 x 6.5/ 50 page
sketchbook, two
extra fine tip black
sharpies, two #2
pencils (not
mechanical), two
erasers. One box
of kleenex. TBD art
fee.

Object Design8.5 x 11/50
page sketch
pad, two extra
fine tip black
sharpies, two
#2 pencils, two
erasers. One
box of kleenex.
TBD art fee

Flash drive, 2-pocket folders, pens & pencils
binder, charged
Chromebook,
writing utensils
leaf paper; English 9 needs index cards for 500 stems; binder; high-lighters (optional); colored pencils (optional); pens/pencils;
access to computer

Health class
Math

pen or pencil
TI-83+ calculator (can purchase your own, rent or buy through school, or have provided by the school)
Lots of pencils, at least 8 AAA batteries
A folder and/or binder with loose leaf paper and dividers
Charged Chromebook

Music

Band Classes - Pencils, working instrument (can be rented from the school, but limited
supply)
Woodwinds - Vandoren 3 or stronger reeds (at least four playable at all times), cork grease
Brass - Valve Oil for valved instruments/Superslick for trombone slides, turning slide grease
Percussion - "The Packet" workbook for percussion studies & Stick Bag. Each year,
students will add two to three pairs of sticks/mallets to their bag to create a fully stocked
stick bag by their senior year.

Phy Ed

PE 9 - swim suit All PE classes should have T-shirt, sweatshirt, shorts, sweatpants, socks, and athletic shoes

change of clothestowel, lock
appropriate footwear
Heart Rate monitor strap is an option

Science

Biology class - spiral notebook, folder or 3-ring binder, pencil or pen

(black or blue ink) colored pecils (8) loose leaf paper

Advanced Biology - one 1in 3 ring binder, lined loose leaf paper, 5 dividers, pencils and pens
Physical Science Chemistry and Physics - Folder or 3-ring binder, notebook (lined paper), pencils, calculator
Chemistry - folder or 3-ring binder, notebook or loose-leaf paper, calculator, pencil or pen
Electronics - Small composition book, folder or 3-binder, calculator, pencil or pen
Physics - spiral notebook, folder or 3-ring binder, pencils, calculator
AP Physics - spiral notebook, folder or 3-ring binder, pencils, calculator
AP Chemistry -

Chemistry - folder or 3-ring binder, notebook or loose-leaf paper, calculator, pencil or pen

AP Biology - one 1.5-2inch binder, lined loose leaf paper, 5 dividers, pencils and pens

Social Studies

Chrisler-US History and Consumer Econ.: 3 ring binder and pens or pencils
Mussack- US History and World History: 3 ring binder, loose-leaf or notebook, pens or pencils
Mussack - AP US History: 3 ring binder, 2 notebooks or sections of loose leaf paper, pens or pencils
Duban -Psy. Soc., A.P. Psych and Wld Hist.: pens, pencils, loose leaf paper or spiral notebook

Tech Ed

Woods - safety glasses, class fee
Digital/Visual - class fee

World Languages

FACS
AGRICULTURE CLASSES

Spanish

Folder. Notebook. notecards, pens and
Miller
pencils,
and Witthoft:
red pens
Large
for correcting
3-ring binder
Students should bring their Chromebook to class each day.

French

Folder. Notebook.

3-ring binder, loose-leaf paper, pens and pencils
pens, pencils, folder, notebook

